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Abstract

Elasticsearch is an open source search and analytics engine that can search petabytes of data in near real time. It is designed as a

distributed system horizontally scalable and highly available. It provides RESTful APIs, thereby making it programming-language

agnostic. Full text search of multilingual text requires language-specific analyzers and field mappings appropriate for indexing and

searching multilingual text. Additionally, a language detector can be used in conjunction with the analyzers to improve the

multilingual text search. Elasticsearch provides more than 40 language analysis plugins that can process text and extract language-

specific tokens and language detector plugins that can determine the language of the given text. This study investigates three

different approaches to index and search Chinese, Japanese, and Korean (CJK) text (single analyzer, multi-fields, and language

detector-based), and identifies the advantages of the language detector-based approach compared to the other two.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Elasticsearch is an open source search and analytics

engine that can search petabytes of data [1]. It returns a list

of matching documents sorted by scores. The scores are cal-

culated based on the term and inverse document frequencies.

The term frequency (TF) for a term in a document increases

when the term appears more often in the document, whereas

the inverse document frequency (IDF) decreases when the

term appears more often in the index. This is based on the

assumption that if a term appears often in a document, it

must be an important one; however, if it appears often in the

whole index, it may be a common word such as “a,” “is,” or

“the” that is not considerably important.

Furthermore, it uses analyzers to convert text into a stream

of tokens or terms. For example, the standard analyzer con-

verts “ 평창은 제 123 차 IOC 총회에서 2018 년 동계올림픽대

회의 개최지로 선정되었습니다 .” into “ 평창은”, “ 제 123차 ,”

“ioc,” “총회에서,” “2018년,” “동계올림픽대회의 ,” “개최지

로 ,” and “ 선정되었습니다 .”

This paper presents the differences between the default

analyzer and the language specific analyzers and introduces

three different approaches to index Chinese, Japanese, and

Korean (CJK) text: (i) single analyzer approach that uses the

standard analyzer, (ii) multi-fields approach that uses multi-

ple analyzers and multi-fields, and (iii) language detector-

based approach that uses multiple analyzers, multiple indi-

ces, and a language detector.

II. RELATED WORKS

Search engines are programs that search using data sets. A

special program called robot automatically collects and
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indexes data on the web and provides a search form for the

user to find the intended information. Since the inception f

the web, search engines have been one of the most active

tools, with Google being the current major search engine.

Additionally, the growing volume of information and the

speed of expansion of the web can be attributed to the capa-

bilities of current search engines, e.g., continuous production

of big data in the Internet of Things environment, computing

data accumulated for decades, and data production beyond

imagination through smart devices and social network ser-

vice [2].

Internet search engines can be classified depending on the

operation method or search target as follows [3-8]:

General search engine (GSE): GSE searches across all top-

ics of interest. Examples of GSE are Google, Yahoo, and

Bing. Such a search engine, which is most familiar to gen-

eral users, collects and indexes maximum possible web

pages related to the topics of interest of most users, divides

them according to the topics, and provides results according

to the user's search terms.

Vertical search engine (VSE): VSE, which is also known

as domain-specific search engine focuses on specific rather

than all areas of interest.

Meta search engine (MSE): MSE is a search engine that

queries user input keywords on various search sites, retrieves

the search results from the actual search site, and displays

the results. It does not have its own database; however, it

supports various information searches. Consequently, the

user can obtain consolidated search results from multiple

search sites without actually having to navigate to them.

GSE, which is the most popular type of search engine has

grown rapidly owing to its ease of use, smooth accessibility,

and universality of data. However, in the current data big-

bang situation, the volume of information and the expansion

rate of the web are increasing in real time. Therefore, it is

not sufficient to utilize a universal search engine that pres-

ents regularly crawled and indexed search results.

III. CJK TEXT SEARCH WITH LANGUAGE 

DETECTOR USING ELASTICSEARCH

A. Search Engine Design

Fig. 1 presents the design of a search engine.

1) TF-IDF

Search engines return a list of matching documents sorted

by scores. One of the most popular algorithms to determine

the score of a matching document is TF with IDF (TF-IDF)

[9]. It is known that Google uses TD-IDF or a similar algo-

rithm. Lucene and Elasticsearch use BM25 [10], which is

based on TF-IDF. TF-IDF calculates scores based on TF and

IDF. TF represents how often a term appears in the field and

IDF represents how often each term appears in the index.

Therefore, documents that appear often in the field and less

often in the index obtain higher scores and appear at the top

of the result list. Table 1 describes the types of search engines.

2) Text Analysis

Text analysis an automated process to extract information

(e.g., token) from a block of text [11, 12, 13, 14]. For exam-

ple, Google provides the natural language API to extract sen-

timent, entity, etc., and Microsoft Azure provides the text

analytics API to extract sentiment, key phrases, etc. Elastic-

search provides language-specific analyzers to extract tokens

by considering vocabulary and syntax of each language. 

3) Language Detection

Language detection [15, 16] can improve multilingual text

search because it allows the selection of correct analyzers to

process the text. It is based on statistical approaches and

character encoding detection. CJK languages use different

alphabets, and the language detection works satisfactorily

with them.

B. Single Analyzer Approach 

The first and simplest approach to search and index CJK

text is the single analyzer approach. It indexes and searches

Table 1. Types of search engines 

Classification Description

Single Analyzer
One text unit comprises one field

One mapping analyzer must be specified

Multi- Field

One text comprises several fields

Requires multiple analyzers and causes wastage of time

and space

Detector-based

Constructed using an index for each text

Analysis time and memory wastage can be mitigated by

using an index

Fig. 1. Architectural design of search engine.
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the text using the standard analyzer. The standard analyzer,

which is the default analyzer divides text into terms on word

boundaries, removes punctuation and lowercase terms [2]. If

we do not specify an analyzer in the mapping, the standard

analyzer is used. Table 2 presents an example of the usage of

the standard analyzer.

However, the standard analyzer does not separate postpo-

sitions (e.g., “의”) from nouns (e.g., “동계올림픽대회”), and

it produces tokens such as “평창은” “제123차” “ioc” “총회

에서” “2018년” “ 동계올림픽대회의” “ 개최지로” and “ 선

정되었습니다.” We cannot find the above document when we

search with “ 올림픽대회 .”

C. Multi-fields Approach

Elasticsearch’s “multi-fields” feature is used to index the

same text in different ways. It can be used to analyze the

same text using multiple language-specific analyzers as

shown in Fig. 2.

The analyzers nori [3], kuromoji [4], and smartcn [5] are

required to be installed to define a mapping with multi-fields

using the analyzers as follows:

For example, a given text is indexed as follows:

The text is analyzed by all four analyzers: standard, nori,

kuromoji, and smartcn for the “message” field, and the fol-

lowing tokens are generated correspondingly:

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Multi-fields approach

Table 2. Standard analyzer examples

Examples
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However, this approach has several drawbacks, such as

1) It analyzes and stores a message four times each,

thereby wasting time and storage.

2) Sometimes, it returns unexpected search results, e.g., 

D. Abbreviations

The following tokens were used during analysis using the

standard analyzer:

They are generated and stored in the message field of each

document. When we search with the search keywords: “

” and “ ,” the search keywords are also ana-

lyzed by the standard analyzer. They match the token “ ” in

the message fields of both the Chinese and Japanese documents.

Consequently, both are returned contrary to the expectation.

Furthermore, the borrowed word: “IOC” appears in the

Korean, English, and Japanese documents, which affects the

IDF in the entire index [6] and reduces relevance on such

borrowed words.

IV. LANGUAGE DETECTOR-BASED APPROACH

To avoid the drawbacks of the multi-fields approach, we

can use a language detector and an ingest pipeline [7] to

index the CJK messages into corresponding language-spe-

cific indices as shown in Fig. 3. 

We can install Elasticsearch langdetect ingest processor [8]

and define the following pipeline and mapping:

PUT /_ingest/pipeline/langdetect-pipeline {

 "description": "A pipeline to index multi-language text",

 "processors": [ {

   "langdetect": {

    "field": "message",

    "target_field": "language"

   }

  },

  {

   "set": {

    "field": "_index",

    "value": "test-{{language}}"

   }

  }

 ]

}

PUT test-ko {

 "mappings": {

  "docs": {

   "properties": {

    "message": {

     "type": "text",

     "analyzer": "nori"

    }

   }

  }

 }

}

PUT test-ja {

 "mappings": {

  "docs": {

   "properties": {

    "message": {

     "type": "text",

     "analyzer": "kuromoji"

    }

   }

  }

 }

}

PUT test-zh {

 "mappings": {

  "docs": {

   "properties": {

    "message": {

     "type": "text",

     "analyzer": "smartcn"

    }

   }

  }

 }

}

 

 

 

  

 

Fig. 3. Language detector-based approach.
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PUT test-en {

 "mappings": {

  "docs": {

   "properties": {

    "message": {

     "type": "text",

     "analyzer": "standard"

    }

   }

  }

 }

}

  

PUT test-original/_doc/1?pipeline=langdetect-pipeline {

All search APIs can be applied across multiple indices,

and the indices can be searched as if they are a single index

as follows:

It can be observed that the language detector-based

approach has a number of advantages over the single analyzer

and multi-fields approaches: it provides improved relevance

because the borrowed words in the text of other languages are

indexed in separate indices. It returns only Japanese docu-

ments when we search with “ ” and only

Chinese documents when we search with " " because

each message is analyzed only once using the analyzer for the

detected language. It saves analysis time and storage by

detecting the language, applying only the relevant analyzer,

and storing only once.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We searched and compared the string “평창 동계올림픽 ”

by keyword using each search and analysis engine. Fig. 4

illustrates the results of the experiments on the search analy-

sis engine operation time, search end rate, and conversion

rate on the detail page. The experimental results indicated

that the proposed method, the detector-based engine, is

approximately 20 s faster. 

Fig. 5 compares the time required to display the results

post search operation; the proposed method can closing

search up to 8.2% faster. Additionally, it was confirmed

through experiments that conversion to an average of 8.3%

faster while switching to the last page of the search. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Result of average search time.

Fig. 5. Search termination rate and conversion rate on detail page 
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The comparison of the three approaches reveals the fol-

lowing:

1) Language-specific analyzers are required to index and

search CJK text.

2) The language detector-based approach saves analysis

time and storage because each text is analyzed and stored

only once.

3) The language detector-based approach provides improved

relevance and search results. 

 In future, we plan to extend this work to handle synonyms

and mixed-language text.
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